Trauma-hemorrhagic shock-induced pulmonary epithelial and endothelial cell injury utilizes different programmed cell death signaling pathways
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Barlos D, Deitch EA, Watkins AC, Caputo FJ, Lu Q, Abungu B, Colorado I, Xu DZ, Feinman R. Trauma-hemorrhagic shock-induced pulmonary epithelial and endothelial cell injury utilizes different programmed cell death signaling pathways. Am J Physiol Lung Cell Mol Physiol 296:L404–L417, 2009. First published December 31, 2008; doi:10.1152/ajplung.00491.2007.—Intestinal ischemia after trauma-hemorrhagic shock (T/HS) results in gut barrier dysfunction and the production/release of biologically active and tissue injurious factors in the mesenteric lymph, which, in turn, causes acute lung injury and a systemic inflammatory state. Since T/HS-induced lung injury is associated with pulmonary endothelial and epithelial cell programmed cell death (PCD) and was abrogated by mesenteric lymph duct ligation, we sought to investigate the cellular pathways involved. Compared with trauma-sham shock (T/SS) rats, a significant increase in caspase-3 and M30 expression was detected in the pulmonary epithelial cells undergoing PCD, whereas apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), but not caspase-3, was detected in endothelial cells undergoing PCD. This AIF-mediated pulmonary endothelial PCD response was validated in an in situ femoral vein assay where endothelial cells were found to express AIF but not caspase-3. To complement these studies, human umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC), human lung microvascular endothelial cell (HLMEC), and human alveolar type II epithelial cell (A549) lines were used as in vitro models. T/HS lymph induced the nuclear translocation of AIF in HUVEC and HLMEC, and caspase inhibition in these cells did not afford any cytotoxic protection. For proof of principle, AIF silencing in HUVEC reversed the cytotoxic effects of T/HS on cell viability and DNA fragmentation. In A549 cells, T/HS lymph activated caspase-3-mediated apoptosis, which was partially abrogated by N-benzylxoytocarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp (zVAD). Additionally, T/HS lymph did not cause the nuclear translocation of AIF in A549 cells. Collectively, T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial PCD occurs via an AIF-dependent caspase-independent pathway, whereas epithelial cells undergo apoptosis by a caspase-dependent pathway.
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IT HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED for over 25 yr that the development of a dysregulated inflammatory response as well as acute lung injury (ALI) and the development of the multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) complicates the recovery of patients with severe trauma (16). Although this relationship between trauma-hemorrhagic shock (T/HS) and pulmonary dysfunction has been recognized for many years and studied extensively in patients and animal models, the pathogenesis of T/HS-induced pulmonary microvascular and alveolar epithelial damage is not well-understood. Nevertheless, it is clear that hemorrhagic shock and major trauma are associated with intestinal ischemia, loss of gut barrier function, and the intestine becoming a proinflammatory organ. Most recently, we have shown experimentally that T/HS-induced lung injury can be prevented by ligating the main mesenteric lymph duct exiting the intestine (17, 35) and that the injection of T/HS mesenteric lymph into naïve animals recreates the lung injury observed with actual T/HS (48). Additionally, our earlier in vitro studies have demonstrated that mesenteric lymph from T/HS, but not trauma-sham shock lymph (T/SS) rats, causes endothelial cell apoptosis and activation as well as primes neutrophils (2, 13, 18). Thus, based on our in vivo and in vitro findings, we have proposed that early post-T/HS-induced lung injury is related to gut-derived factors carried in the mesenteric lymph (19). Since T/HS-induced lung injury is associated with pulmonary endothelial and epithelial cell death and was abrogated by mesenteric lymph duct ligation (35), the goal of the current study was to investigate the cellular mechanisms associated with pulmonary endothelial and alveolar cell death.

In recent years, the mode of programmed cell death (PCD) depends on the stimulus as well as the cell type studied (9). There are multiple types of PCD including apoptosis, caspase-independent cell death, oncosis, and necrosis (32, 51). Multiple types of PCD have been documented to occur in ALI models (39, 43, 52). Thus, in this research, both in vivo and in vitro studies investigated whether common or different types of PCD contributed to T/HS-induced pulmonary alveolar epithelial and endothelial cell injury. The rationale for studying the mechanisms by which alveolar epithelial cells undergo cell death was based on earlier studies demonstrating that impairment of the alveolar-capillary barrier plays a role in the pathogenesis of ALI and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (5, 54) and that epithelial cell apoptosis represents an important mechanism in the development of ALI (44). This “epithelial cell hypothesis” has been mainly tested in models of direct ALI. However, in indirect ALI models such as hemorrhagic shock and sepsis, it is recognized that endothelial activation and injury is a common denominator in the pathophysiology of ALI (22, 41). In our T/HS model, the role of caspase-independent PCD was primarily evaluated by investigating the role of apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), a mitochondrial apoptotic factor that triggers caspase-independent cell death (50). AIF has been demonstrated to play a role in renal cell death after ischemia (26), neuronal cell death after focal cerebral ischemia (33), as well as ischemia-reperfusion (I/R)-mediated cardiomyocyte apoptosis (30).
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Our findings demonstrated that different PCD pathways account for T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial and epithelial cell death, specifically with endothelial cell death occurring primarily via an AIF-dependent, caspase-independent process, whereas epithelial cell apoptosis involves, at least in part, a caspase-dependent PCD.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals.** Adult, male, specific pathogen-free Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Portage, MI) weighing 350–450 g were used after a minimum 7-day acclimation period. The animals were housed under barrier conditions and kept at 25°C with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. Rats were allowed free access to water and chow (Teklad 22/5 Rodent Diet W-8640; Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI). All animals were maintained in accordance with the recommendations of the “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,” and the New Jersey Medical School Animal Care and Use Committee approved all experiments.

**T/HS model.** Rats were subjected to a nonlethal model of T/HS as previously described (17). Briefly, male rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) injected intraperitoneally, following which they underwent a 5-cm laparotomy (trauma), and their mean arterial blood pressure was reduced to 30 mmHg and maintained by 10% of the blood volume. Hence, testing 5–10% lymph concentrations appeared to be physiologically relevant. The T/SS rats were subjected to a nonlethal model of T/HS shock period by reinfusing the shed blood. The T/SS rats were killed, and the lungs were removed and then processed for in situ apoptosis detection, immunohistochemistry, and immunofluorescence studies. Three hours after the end of the 90-min T/HS or T/SS period (i.e., 4.5 h after the induction of T/HS), the rats were killed, the lungs were removed, and then the lung samples were processed for in situ apoptosis detection.

**Collection of mesenteric lymph.** Mesenteric lymph used in this study was collected from additional groups of male rats subjected to T/HS or T/SS as previously described (17). The collected lymph was centrifuged at 400 g for 15 min to remove cellular debris, diluted 1:1 with PBS, aliquoted, and flash-frozen at −80°C. Lymph samples collected during the first 3 h after resuscitation were used in this study. In all of the in vitro experiments, T/HS and T/SS lymph was tested at a 5 or 10% concentration. These concentrations were chosen because lung injury is present by 3 h after the end of the T/HS period, and the total volume of lymph produced during the shock period plus the 3-h postshock resuscitation period averaged 1.8 ml for a 300-g rat. Since the blood volume of the rat is ~6% of its body weight, the rat’s blood volume would be ~18 ml. Thus the volume of lymph produced during this period would be ~10% of the blood volume. Hence, testing 5–10% lymph concentrations appeared to be physiologically relevant.

**In situ femoral vein model.** To further test which PCD pathways are involved in T/HS lymph-induced endothelial cell death, T/HS or T/SS lymph or medium was injected into the right and left femoral veins of naïve rats that had been ligated proximally and distally as previously described (35). Briefly, after the veins were ligated, they were cannulated with a PE-10 catheter through a hole made close to the distal ligature and then washed free of blood with PBS. After washing was completed, T/HS lymph (10% vol/vol) was placed in one femoral vein, and T/SS lymph or medium was placed in the other vein. After a 3-h exposure period, the veins were removed and fixed overnight, following which they were processed for immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence studies as described below.

**Immunohistochemistry.** Paraffin blocks containing lung tissue or femoral vein specimens were cut in 6-μm thick sections and stained for TdT-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL)-positive cells using the VasoTACS In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit (Treivigen, Gaithersburg, MD) and caspase-3-positive cells using the SignalStain Cleaved Caspase-3 (Asp175) IHC Detection Kit (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Lung sections were also stained for the M30, a caspase-cleaved cytokeratin 18 neoepitope used as a specific apoptotic epithelial cell marker (31a). Slides were incubated with M30 CytoDeath Biotin (DiaPharma, Columbus, OH) at 1:50 and counterstained with the VectaStain ABC Kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) as previously described (42). When viewed under a standard light microscope, the number of TUNEL- and caspase-3-positive cells per 100 high-power fields (hpf) and the number of M30-positive cells per 40 hpf were counted in a blinded fashion for each animal.

**Immunofluorescence staining for AIF.** For AIF staining, frozen lung tissue and femoral vein specimens were cut in 4-μm sections, mounted onto slides at room temperature, fixed in cold acetone for 10 min, and then washed in PBS. All incubations were done at room temperature. After blocking in 10% normal blocking serum for 20 min, the slides were incubated with goat anti-AIF polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) for 1 h at a concentration of 5.0 μg/ml in 1.5% normal blocking serum. The slides were washed in PBS extensively and then incubated with Alexa 488-conjugated secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 1 h at a concentration of 1.5 μg/ml in 3% normal blocking serum. For double labeling for AIF and von Willebrand factor, an endothelial cell-specific marker, the slides were incubated with mouse monoclonal antibody against AIF (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and rabbit polyclonal antibody against von Willebrand factor (Millipore, Billerica, MA) for 1 h at concentrations of 5.0 μg/ml in 1.5% normal blocking serum. The slides were washed extensively in PBS and incubated with the secondary antibodies conjugated to FITC for AIF detection and to rhodamine for von Willebrand factor (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) for 1 h at 5 μg/ml in PBS with 3% normal blocking serum. After several washes in PBS, the fluorescence signals for AIF and von Willebrand factor were visualized by Axiovert 200 and analyzed using AxioVision 4.6 software (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). The number of AIF-positive cells per 30 hpf were counted in a blinded fashion for each animal.

**Cell culture and reagents.** Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and human lung microvascular endothelial cells (HLMEC) were purchased from Lonza (Walkersville, MD). Both HUVEC and HLMEC were grown in endothelial growth medium (Lonza) containing 2% FBS. HUVEC were only used from passages 3 to 5, and HLMEC were only used from passages 5 to 7. A549 and CCL-95.1 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA). A549 cells were cultured in Ham’s F-12 nutrient mixture with 10% FBS, and CCL-95.1 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

**Preparation of whole cell extracts and Western blotting analysis.** For preparation of whole cell extracts (WCEs), both floating and adherent cells were collected and homogenized in lysis buffer [1% Nonidet P-40, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM 4-(2-aminohexyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride (AEBSF), 1 mM NaVO3, and 1 μg/ml each for aprotinin, leupeptin, and pepstatin]. After 30-min incubation in ice, the lysates were centrifuged, and the supernatants were collected. Protein concentrations were determined by the Coomassie brilliant blue reaction (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Proteins in WCEs were resolved on 4–12% Bis-Tris gradient SDS-PAGE (Invitrogen), transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL), and blocked with 5% milk in TBS-T (50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween). The primary antibodies used in our studies were the following: goat anti-AIF (1:1,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rabbit anti-cleaved caspase-3 (1:1,000; Cell Signaling Technology), and rabbit anti-β-actin (1:1,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Following an overnight incubation with the primary antibody at 4°C, the membrane was washed four times in TBS-T, subsequently incubated for 1 h at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit...
or anti-goat secondary antibodies (1:2,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and developed with enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham). Transfer efficiency was assessed by staining with Ponceau S (Bio-Rad). Western blots were analyzed by densitometry using an Alphalmager 3400 imaging system and AlphaEase FC software (Alpha Innotech, San Leandro, CA).

**AIF translocation and M30 immunofluorescence studies.** For both AIF localization and M30 expression, HUVEC, A549, or HLMEC were seeded onto coverslips and fixed in methanol. Cells were incubated for 1 h at 37°C with either goat anti-AIF antibody (1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) as previously described (55) or mouse anti-M30 antibody (1:50; DiaPharma) as previously described (42). The cells were washed extensively in TNT (100 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20) and subsequently incubated for 1 h at 37°C with Alexa 488-conjugated secondary antibody for AIF detection (1:200; Molecular Probes) or FITC-conjugated secondary antibody for M30 detection (1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Nuclear morphology was detected by counterstaining the nuclei with propidium iodide (PI; 1:100). Cells were mounted, and green, red, and yellow fluorescence was visualized by Axiocvert 200 and analyzed using AxioVision 4.6 software (Carl Zeiss).

**AIF knockdown by siRNA.** HUVEC were transiently transfects in a Nucleofector system (Axam, Köln, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with 3 μg of SMARTpool small interfering RNA (siRNA) against human AIF (Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO). Additionally, mock transfections of HUVEC without any siRNA were done. After 72 h at 37°C, WCEs were prepared, and AIF protein expression was examined by Western blotting as described above. In parallel, cells were treated with either medium, 5% T/HS, or 5% T/SS for 3 h, and 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) and DNA fragmentation assays were performed as described below.

**Cell viability MTT assay.** HLMEC and A549 cells were seeded at 2 × 10⁴ cells per well in a 96-well plate (Corning Glassware, Corning, NY) for 24 h before the addition of medium, 1 μM staurosporine (STS; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 5% T/HS or T/SS lymph for 3 h. STS was used as an apoptotic inducer as well as positive control for caspase-3 and AIF expression. For caspase inhibition studies, 100 μM Z-VAD-FMK (Alexis, San Diego, CA) or DMSO, the vehicle control, was added to cells for 1 h before the addition of medium, STS, T/HS, or T/SS lymph. After the 3-h incubation, cell viability was measured using the MTT-based cell cytotoxicity assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich) as described earlier (35). The medium condition was used as the baseline and expressed as 100% viability.

**DNA fragmentation assay.** To determine the extent of apoptosis, DNA fragmentation was assessed using the nucleosome ELISA (Cell Death Detection ELISA; Roche, Indianapolis, IN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, genomic DNA was isolated from cells, and free nucleosomes were detected by anti-histone biontin and anti-DNA horseradish peroxidase immunoreagents. After 2 h, a stop solution was added, and the number of free nucleosomes was determined spectrophotometrically on a Dynatech MR 500 at a wavelength of 450/595 nm.

**Statistical analysis.** All data were analyzed by analysis of variance followed by Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons test and are expressed as the means ± SD. Statistical significance was considered to be reached when \( P < 0.05 \).

**RESULTS**

**Different PCD effectors are associated with T/HS-induced pulmonary alveolar epithelial and endothelial cell death.** The overall goal of our in vivo studies is to characterize the pathways of endothelial and alveolar epithelial cell death after trauma-hemorrhage as well as the role of mesenteric lymph in this process. The T/HS model (laparotomy plus 90 min of hemorrhagic shock at 30–40 mmHg) represents a global I/R injury. The addition of a laparotomy is important because tissue injury is a component of clinical traumatic hemorrhage and the combined insult of hemorrhage plus tissue injury results in an inflammatory result that more closely reflects trauma patients all of whom have soft tissue injury and require instrumentation with vascular cannulation. (15). As shown in Fig. 1A and validated by our earlier study (35), rats subjected to T/HS, but not T/SS, had increased evidence of pulmonary PCD as determined by TUNEL assay. Significant increases in TUNEL-positive endothelial and nonendothelial cells were found in the lungs of the T/HS group (Fig. 1B). To further investigate the apoptotic mechanisms involved in T/HS-induced lung injury, we chose to determine whether caspase-3 activation was associated with pulmonary PCD. Cleaved caspase-3 activation was measured in the lungs of rats subjected to T/HS and T/SS by immunohistochemistry. In the alveolus, which consists of mainly epithelial and endothelial cells, caspase-3 appears to be activated primarily in alveolar epithelial cells by T/HS (Fig. 2A). A 4.4-fold significant increase of cleaved caspase-3-positive lung nonendothelial cells was found in rats undergoing T/HS compared with T/SS (Fig. 2B). Neither T/HS nor T/SS had any effect on caspase-3 expression in endothelial cells (0.0 ± 0.0). To provide more evidence those alveolar epithelial cells underwent caspase-3-
dependent apoptosis, our lung sections were stained for the M30 neoepitope. M30 is a cytokeratin 18 that is cleaved by caspases 3, 6, 7, and 9 and acts as a specific apoptotic epithelial cell marker (31a). In Fig. 2, C and D, M30-positive lung epithelial cells were markedly increased after T/HS but not T/SS ($P < 0.0001$). Our results suggest that T/HS induces alveolar epithelial cell apoptosis via a caspase-3-dependent pathway.

Since T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial cell PCD does not involve caspase-3 activation, and our earlier electron microscopy studies of T/HS rat lungs (35) documented morphological features characteristic of apoptosis-like PCD such as less compact nuclear condensation and cell shrinkage (32), we investigated whether AIF, a caspase-independent mitochondrial factor mediates T/HS-induced endothelial cell PCD. Using lung sections from rats subjected to T/HS or T/SS, double immunofluorescent staining for AIF (red) and von Willebrand factor (green), an endothelial-specific marker was performed (Fig. 3A). Colocalization of AIF and von Willebrand factor (yellow) was only evident after T/HS but not T/SS. In Fig. 3B, T/HS increased AIF expression by 35-fold in endothelial cells ($P < 0.01$) and by 2.2-fold in nonendothelial cells ($P < 0.01$) relative to T/SS. To further validate that AIF is associated with T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial cell PCD, we tested whether T/HS lymph directly activated AIF expression in an in vivo femoral vein model. Our earlier study (35) demonstrated that T/HS lymph caused femoral vein endothelial cell PCD. After the femoral veins of normal rats were infused with T/HS or T/SS mesenteric lymph for 3 h, vein ring sections were processed for TUNEL, AIF fluorescence, and caspase-3 immunohistochemistry. A pronounced increase in the number of TUNEL-positive (Fig. 4, A and B) and AIF-positive (Fig. 4, C and D) endothelial cells per vein ring section was observed with T/HS lymph compared with T/SS lymph ($P < 0.01$). Caspase-3 activation was not detected in any of the femoral vein endothelial cells exposed to T/HS or T/SS lymph ($0.0 \pm 0.0$). These findings were consistent with our pulmonary studies and suggested that an AIF-dependent, caspase-independent PCD pathway was associated with T/HS lymph-induced endothelial cell death.
Fig. 3. T/HS induces apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) expression in pulmonary endothelial cells. 

A: AIF and von Willebrand factor (vWF) immunofluorescent staining in lung tissue of rats subjected to T/SS or T/HS. Magnifications shown are ×20 and ×63. 

B: number of AIF-positive endothelial and nonendothelial cells per 100 hpf from rats subjected to T/HS or T/SS. Data are shown as mean values ± SD. *P < 0.01 vs. T/SS (n = 4 per group).
T/HS lymph causes endothelial cell death via a noncaspase, AIF-mediated PCD pathway. To complement our in vivo studies, HUVEC and HLMEC were used as an in vitro model system to further study the response of endothelial cells to T/HS lymph. Our earlier studies have documented that T/HS lymph markedly reduces HUVEC and rat pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells cell viability after a 3-h exposure (18). Since endothelial cells from different vascular beds may respond differently to the same or similar stimuli, and our in vivo studies focused on the cytotoxic effects of T/HS during lung injury, we repeated our viability assays with low passage number HLMEC. Both T/HS lymph and STS, a positive inducer of caspase-3 and AIF expression (27), markedly reduced the viability of HLMEC by $P < 0.001$ vs. T/SS lymph, albeit at different levels (Fig. 5). Whereas the addition of N-benzylloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp (zVAD) did not afford any protection in HLMEC exposed to T/HS lymph ($P > 0.05$ vs. T/HS), a significant increase of HLMEC viability was seen in cells exposed to STS in the presence of zVAD ($P < 0.001$). Thus our viability study using HLMEC are consistent with our earlier observations with HUVEC, thereby suggesting that T/HS lymph induces endothelial cell apoptosis via a caspase-3-independent mechanism.

Having shown that the induction of AIF was associated with T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial apoptosis, we examined whether T/HS lymph induced the translocation of AIF from the mitochondria to the nucleus in endothelial cells. Colocalization studies with AIF and the nuclear marker PI were performed in both HUVEC and HLMEC exposed to T/HS or T/SS lymph for 3 h. As shown in Figs. 6A and 7A, AIF expression was excluded from the nucleus and appeared diffuse in the cytoplasm and perinuclear regions in HUVEC and HLMEC exposed to medium or T/SS lymph. In contrast, when HUVEC and HLMEC were exposed to T/HS lymph or STS, AIF was redistributed into the nucleus (green-red merge). Incubation of HUVEC or HLMEC with T/HS lymph caused a significant increase in the number of AIF-positive cells ($P < 0.001$; Fig. 6B and Fig. 7B) relative to incubation with T/SS lymph or medium. T/HS lymph, but not T/SS lymph, induced AIF expression in HUVEC as early as 1 h of exposure and persisted
Addition of zVAD protected A549 cells from T/HS lymph with cell viability increasing from 75 to 90% \((P < 0.05)\). Similarly, a reduction of cell viability by STS was inhibited by the presence of zVAD. Albeit modest, this cytoprotection is consistent with studies showing that STS induces cell death by both caspase-dependent and caspase-independent pathways (8). The protective effect of zVAD on T/HS lymph-induced A549 cell viability was not short-lived and persisted after an 18-h incubation period (from 63 ± 14 to 81 ± 11%; \(P < 0.05\)). zVAD also protected a second epithelial cell line (the type I epithelial CCL-95.1) after exposure to T/HS lymph. The viability of CCL-95.1 cells incubated with T/HS lymph in the presence of zVAD was increased after a 3-h (63 ± 12 to 82 ± 13%; \(P < 0.05\)) or 18-h (40 ± 15 to 59 ± 15%; \(P < 0.05\)) incubation period.

Having shown that caspases are involved in T/HS lymph-induced pulmonary epithelial cell death but not endothelial cell death, we measured caspase-3 protein levels in A549 and HUVEC. As shown in Fig. 11A, pronounced expression of both 19- and 17-kDa cleaved caspase-3 proteins was detected in A549 cells exposed to T/HS lymph compared with T/SS lymph samples. In HUVEC, three of the four T/HS lymph samples induced caspase-3 cleavage but at significantly lower levels than observed in A549 cells (Fig. 11B).

Since caspase inhibition by zVAD did not completely protect A549 cells from T/HS lymph-induced apoptosis, we determined whether T/HS lymph induced AIF nuclear translocation in A549 cells exposed to T/HS lymph for 3 h. As shown in Fig. 12A, AIF expression was excluded from the nucleus in A549 cells exposed to medium, T/SS, or T/HS lymph, whereas in A549 cells exposed to STS, AIF was redistributed into the nucleus (green-red merge). A significant increase in the number of AIF-positive cells was only seen in A549 cells exposed to STS but not to T/HS lymph or T/SS lymph (Fig. 12B). This finding indicates that AIF does not play a significant role in T/HS-induced pulmonary epithelial cell apoptosis.

**DISCUSSION**

It is well-accepted that host-derived endogenous factors play a critical role in the induction and perpetuation of the systemic inflammatory response as well as in the development of ARDS and MODS (16). However, neither the source nor the exact identities of these critical proinflammatory organ and cell injury-inducing factors are completely known. Our previous work showing that T/HS-induced lung injury, neutrophil activation, as well as endothelial cell activation and injury are due to gut-derived factors carried in the mesenteric lymph and not the portal blood (19) has begun to address one of these issues; it has identified the ischemic gut as a source of factors leading to early post-T/HS lung injury as well as the induction of a systemic inflammatory state. That is, T/HS mesenteric lymph appears to be a biologically relevant fluid that is directly involved in transducing the hypotensive effects of traumahemorrhage into a proinflammatory and tissue-injurious event. Although the exact factors responsible for T/HS mesenteric lymph cytoxic effects are yet to be identified, modified albumin species and lipid factors have been implicated (28, 47). Furthermore, previous work demonstrates that neither bacteria nor their products are responsible for the cytoxic effects of T/HS lymph (1) and that this effect is not cytokine-
mediated (12). Nonetheless, the ability to prevent T/HS-induced lung injury and pulmonary endothelial and epithelial PCD by lymph duct ligation (35) combined with the ability to collect and test the effects of T/HS lymph in controlled in vitro studies provides a unique opportunity to investigate the potential mechanisms and cellular pathways involved in the development of T/HS-induced pulmonary PCD.

The combination of our in vivo studies and the use of T/HS lymph as a tool in in situ and in vitro studies indicate that T/HS-induced pulmonary endothelial cell PCD and epithelial cell PCD occur via different death pathways. Although both animal and clinical studies have documented that ALI and ARDS are associated with increased pulmonary cellular apoptosis (14, 35, 36), the mechanisms by which this occurs is incompletely understood as are the pathways involved. Furthermore, these studies have largely focused on the pulmonary epithelial cell population (36, 42, 43). Yet, in cases of indirect ALI, where lung damage is secondary to a systemic insult, such as after trauma-hemorrhage or nonpulmonary sepsis, the injury-inducing factors reach the lung via the systemic circulation, with the endothelium being the first pulmonary cell population exposed to these factors. This is in contrast to direct causes of ALI, such as aspiration or pneumonia, where the pulmonary epithelial cell populations are initially exposed to the inciting agents. Thus we believed it was important to investigate both the endothelial cell as well as the pulmonary epithelial cell PCD response to T/HS. Additionally, since the factors involved in the pulmonary injurious response change over time, and the factors initiating the injury response may not be the same as those potentiating or perpetuating injury, we chose to study an early endpoint of T/HS-induced lung injury to allow us to distinguish primary injurious factors from secondary ones.

Fig. 6. T/HS lymph induces the nuclear translocation of AIF in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC). A: HUVEC were exposed to medium (Med), STS (200 nM), and 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h, immunostained for AIF (green), and examined by immunofluorescent microscopy. The nuclei were stained with propidium iodide (PI; red). In HUVEC exposed to medium or T/SS lymph, AIF expression was excluded from the nucleus and appeared diffuse in the cytoplasm and perinuclear regions, whereas in HUVEC exposed to T/HS or STS, AIF was redistributed into the nucleus (green-red merge). Magnification, ×63. B: the mean values ± SD shown in the bar graphs for the number of AIF-positive stained cells per 100 cells (*P < 0.001 vs. T/SS and medium) were from 4 independent experiments.
More importantly, if these primary injurious factors (i.e., the initial response) are identified, they can be targeted and modulated such that the later injurious responses can be abrogated or mitigated.

Based on this strategy, we have found that the in vivo pulmonary endothelial PCD response differs from the epithelial response in that the endothelial cell death pathway appears to involve a noncaspase-mediated pathway in contrast to the epithelial cells where cell death is associated with caspase activation. Although there are a number of in vivo studies investigating the effects of hemorrhagic shock on lung PCD (3, 4, 14, 24, 25, 29, 35, 42, 43, 49), most have been descriptive studies (3, 4, 14, 24, 25, 29, 49), and none have investigated both the endothelial and epithelial cell populations. The one set of mechanistic studies by Perl et al. (42, 43) examined pulmonary epithelial cell apoptosis in a combined hemorrhagic shock-abdominal sepsis model. They found that the apoptotic pulmonary epithelial cells were TUNEL- and caspase-3-positive and that the epithelial apoptotic response occurred via a caspase-dependent mechanism that involved activation of the extrinsic Fas receptor (42, 43). These animal studies were consistent with studies in patients with ALI where pulmonary epithelial apoptosis appears to occur, in part, via a Fas-mediated process (36). Thus our in vivo pulmonary epithelial cell apoptosis results showing that these cells are TUNEL-, caspase-3-, and M30-positive but AIF-negative support the above studies. Although there are no studies besides our own focusing on pulmonary endothelial cell PCD after T/HS (35), studies by Mura et al. (39), utilizing a localized model of gut ischemia-induced lung, where the superior mesenteric artery is

Fig. 7. T/HS lymph induces the nuclear translocation of AIF in HLMEC. A: HLMEC were exposed to medium, STS (200 nM), and 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h, immunostained for AIF (green), and examined by immunofluorescent microscopy. The nuclei were stained with PI (red). In HLMEC exposed to medium or T/SS lymph, AIF expression was excluded from the nucleus and appeared diffuse in the cytoplasm and perinuclear regions, whereas in HLMEC exposed to T/HS or STS, AIF was redistributed into the nucleus (green-red merge). Magnification, ×63. B: the mean values ± SD shown in the bar graphs for the number of AIF-positive stained cells per 100 cells (⁎P < 0.001 vs. T/SS or medium) were from 4 independent experiments.
occluded, found that lung injury was associated with endothelial cell oncosis and the endothelial cells were TUNEL-positive but caspase-3-negative. Thus our results are consistent with and validate the study of Mura et al. (39). Furthermore, in our in situ femoral vein model, endothelial cells undergoing T/HS-induced PCD were found to be AIF-positive and caspase-3-negative. This finding further substantiates the notion that T/HS lymph is able to directly induce endothelial cell PCD via a caspase-independent and AIF-mediated apoptotic pathway.

Having shown that two different types of PCD participate in endothelial and epithelial T/HS-induced lung injury and that T/HS lymph appears to be able to directly induce endothelial cell PCD via a caspase-independent and AIF-mediated apoptotic pathway, we studied the mechanisms underlying T/HS lymph-induced endothelial (HUVEC, HLMEC) and alveolar type epithelial (A549) cell death. These in vitro endothelial cell studies validated our in vivo studies to the extent that T/HS lymph increased AIF protein levels and induced the translocation of AIF from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, and siRNA-mediated AIF knockdown significantly abrogated the cytotoxic effects of T/HS lymph on HUVEC. However, since AIF knockdown was not fully cytoprotective, it appears that other factors besides AIF mediate the cytotoxic effects of T/HS lymph. EndoG, another mitochondrial protein that has been shown to mediate caspase-independent PCD (11), was also markedly increased in HUVEC exposed to T/HS lymph. EndoG has been reported to play a deleterious role in different models of I/R injury (6, 31). The observation that both AIF and EndoG induction is associated with T/HS lymph-induced HUVEC PCD is similar to a recent study showing that wood smoke extract-induced lung endothelial cell PCD is both caspase-independent and is associated with AIF and EndoG translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus (34). Although the signaling pathways by which T/HS lymph induced an AIF response were not studied, reactive oxygen species, elevated intracellular calcium levels, as well as poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) have been implicated in AIF release from the mitochondria in the absence of caspase activation (11). However, based on earlier pharmacological studies, we have documented that neither inhibition of PARP nor intracellular calcium reduces T/HS lymph-induced HUVEC cell death (40). However, since this study did show that the antioxidants vitamin E and nordihydroguaiaretic acid were both protective, it seems likely that T/HS lymph-induced HUVEC cytotoxicity involves reactive oxygen species (40). These in vitro results with T/HS lymph differ from other studies investigating the mechanisms of endothelial cell PCD where different stimuli were used to induce an apoptotic response. For example, cytokines such as TNF (20) and endotoxin (7) induce endothelial cell apoptosis via a caspase-dependent process. Thus, in interpreting the role of various cell death pathways, it is also important to consider the specific stimulus used to induce PCD. This notion is highlighted by a recent study showing that whereas caspase-3 was increased in the livers of rats subjected to hemorrhagic shock, caspase

---

**Fig. 8.** Knockdown of AIF expression inhibits T/HS-induced endothelial cell apoptosis. A: whole cell extracts (WCEs) were prepared from HUVEC that were mock transfected or transfected with small interfering RNA (siRNA) against AIF for 72 h. AIF and actin protein levels were determined by Western blotting. B and C: after 48–72 h of transfection, HUVEC were exposed to medium and 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h, and cell viability and DNA fragmentation were assessed by MTT cell viability assay (B) and nucleosomal release ELISA (C). The optical density (OD) correlates with the number of free nucleosomes. In the bar graphs, the data are expressed as mean values ± SD for percent cell viability (B) and the number of free nucleosomes (C). *P < 0.001 vs. mock-transfected HUVEC incubated with medium or T/SS lymph, and #P < 0.001 vs. mock-transfected HUVEC incubated with T/HS lymph (n = 6–18 per condition).

---

**Fig. 9.** Endonuclease G (EndoG) is activated in HUVEC exposed to T/HS lymph. A: WCEs from HUVEC were analyzed for EndoG and actin expression by Western blotting. B: densitometry was performed to quantify EndoG and actin expression. In the bar graph, the data are expressed as mean values ± SD for EndoG/actin. *P < 0.001 vs. T/SS lymph (n = 6–10 per condition).
inhibition did not prevent liver injury, although it did prevent the caspase-3 induction (38). Yet, in a model of endotoxic shock, where liver injury was TNF-dependent, caspase-3 inhibition did prevent liver injury (23). Likewise, it is well-recognized that endothelium from different vascular beds may respond different to the same or similar stimuli (45). In this context, hemorrhagic shock-induced mesenteric vasculature hyperpermeability and apoptosis has recently been shown to be

Fig. 10. Inhibition of caspases by zVAD protects against T/HS lymph-induced A549 cell apoptosis. A: A549 cells were exposed to 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h, immunostained with M30 (green), and examined by immunofluorescence. The nuclei were stained with PI (red). B: the mean values ± SD shown in the bar graph for the number of M30 apoptotic A549 cells counted per 100 cells. *P < 0.001 vs. T/SS lymph. C: A549 cells were pretreated with zVAD (100 μM) or DMSO vehicle control for 1 h and then exposed to medium, STS (1 μM), and 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h. Cell death was assessed by MTT cell viability assay. In the bar graph, the data are expressed as mean values ± SD for percent cell viability. *P < 0.01 STS vs. STS, and **P < 0.01 T/HS vs. T/HS and zVAD (n = 6–8 per condition).

Fig. 11. T/HS lymph induces caspase-3 activation in A549 cells. WCEs prepared from A549 (A) and HUVEC (B) exposed to medium and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h were examined for cleaved caspase-3 protein levels by Western blotting. STS was used as a positive control for apoptosis in HUVEC (200 nM) and A549 (1 μM) for 3 h. Data are representative of 3–4 independent lymph or medium samples per condition. The numbers represent individual samples per condition.
a caspase-mediated event (10). Thus the pulmonary endothelial cell response observed to T/HS in the current study should not be extrapolated to other vascular beds or organs and may not occur in conditions associated with high TNF or endotoxin levels.

The in vivo T/HS-induced lung epithelial cell response was also complimented by our in vitro T/HS lymph pulmonary epithelial cell studies. Specifically, caspase-3-positive and AIF-negative epithelial cells were detected in lungs from rats subjected to T/HS compared with T/SS. Our in vitro studies showed that T/HS lymph activated caspase-3 and M30 in A549 cells and that the cytotoxic effects of T/HS lymph in A549 cells were partially rescued by the pan-caspase inhibitor zVAD. Additionally, our finding that T/HS lymph did not cause the translocation of AIF to the nucleus in A549 cells validates our in vivo data. Although A549 cells are widely used in studying mechanisms of alveolar epithelial injury, one must recognize that A549 cells are derived from a lung adenocarcinoma and that these cells may respond differently to stress and proapoptotic factors than primary alveolar epithelial cells (21). Nevertheless, this caspase-dependent cell death pathway is consistent with human studies showing that bronchoalveolar fluid from patients with ARDS induces epithelial cell death via a Fas-dependent, caspase-mediated pathway (36) as well as animal studies by Perl et al. (42, 43).

Like endothelial cells, neither the exact factors in T/HS lymph nor the signaling pathways involved in inducing epithelial cell death are known. Additionally, the explanation for why T/HS as well as T/HS lymph induce pulmonary epithelial cell apoptosis primarily via a caspase-dependent pathway, whereas Fig. 12. T/HS lymph does not induce nuclear translocation of AIF in A549 cells. A: A549 cells were exposed to STS (1 μM) and 5% T/HS and 5% T/SS lymph for 3 h, immunostained for AIF (green), and examined by immunofluorescence. The nuclei were stained with PI (red). In A549 cells exposed to T/SS or T/HS, AIF expression was excluded from the nucleus, whereas in A549 cells exposed to STS, AIF was redistributed into the nucleus (green-red merge). Original magnification, ×63. B: the mean values ± SD shown in the bar graphs for the number of AIF-positive stained cells per 100 cells (⁎P < 0.001 vs. all groups) were from 3 independent experiments.
these same insults lead to endothelial cell apoptosis primarily via a caspase-independent pathway, is unknown. In fact, one limitation of using T/HS lymph as a reagent in performing mechanistic studies is the fact that this is a biological fluid containing numerous factors, and the exact factors responsible for inducing epithelial or endothelial cell apoptosis are not known. Thus, in contrast to other agents generally used to study apoptotic mechanisms in vitro, such as endotoxin, cytokines, or oxidants, T/HS lymph is a complex biological fluid. Although studying a complex biological fluid, such as T/HS lymph, has potential limitations, it also has advantages. For example, since T/HS lymph is generated in vivo, it has the advantage that observations on its effects are more likely to be biologically and physiologically relevant than studies using single agents. Nonetheless, as the biologically active cytotoxic factors present in T/HS lymph are identified, it will be important to study them. Another potential limitation of focusing on lymph is that factors released primarily into plasma that could induce PCD of epithelial and endothelial cells would not be considered. We believe that this possibility is unlikely based on our in vivo studies showing that lymph duct ligation prevented pulmonary injury (46) and our earlier in vitro study showing that postshock portal vein plasma had minimal cytotoxic activity in endothelial cells (53).

In summary, the observations made with T/HS lymph provide unique information on the effects of actual T/HS on pulmonary endothelial and epithelial cells that could not be obtained by studying single isolated factors.
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